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FRIDAY 
 
Class I 
 
Ruth&Mike 

Foot Feats 
Your feet connect to the floor, starting the rhythms that make dancing awesome. 
About a quarter of your bones are in your feet, making them capable of amazing 
feats. We’ll look at how to make your feet more stable for great balance, and more 
articulate, for powerful steps. Come make your Lindy more awesome through 
greater understanding of your feet. 
 
Evin&Andrew 

Fancy Pance Moves 
Get ready to get some Fancy slapped onto those Pants! You’ll uncover a whole new 
crop of awesome moves. Some of them are so fresh, so tremendous that they 
even defy naming! Be ready to work at a faster pace and really get your vocabulary 
popping! 
 
Andrew Smith 

Level up your Solo Movement 
Not your standard jazz moves class. This class builds off a working knowing of solo 
and jazz movement to focus on looking amazing while doing them. 
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Class II 
 
Ruth&Mike 

Pelvic Power 
Add more power to your pulse, harnessing the strength of your pelvic floor. Give 
your jumps zip and ease, while keeping them looking grounded, with resilient 
landings. Your legs will thank you, as this class will help you use alternative muscle 
groups. 
 
Evin&Andrew 

Steal from yourself 
This is a class on how to challenge yourself with special practice ideas, dancing in 
new and challenging ways and generally being in charge of breaking your own 
mold. 
 
Andrew Smith 

Body Care 
Dancing Lindy Hop all weekend long can be hard on the body. Here we will take a 
break from strictly dancing to focus on caring for that miraculous machine we call 
the human body. The class will be a mixture of talking about how to do it and 
actually doing it. (Bring foam rollers, Franklin balls, etc., if you have them!) 
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Class III 
 
Ruth&Mike 

Shoulder Girdle Shabam 
This class will revolutionize how you think about connection and arm styling. As we 
delve into the anatomy of the shoulder girdle and how it connects to the rest of 
your body, your partner connection will change dramatically. Your arms will look 
more connected to your body as you change how you think about moving them. 
 
Evin&Andrew 

Two heads are better than one 
Investing in Lindy.  This is a class on how to be more in tune with the back and 
forth conversation of dance.  Leading and following is easy, this class is getting 
into the conduit realm of dancing, letting things evolve in their most fluid and 
connected way. 
 
Andrew Smith 

Playing With Yourself. Err, Wait… 
Tired of the same ol’ swingouts and moves? Join us for a fun, playful session to 
boost creativity in your Lindy Hop through solo and partnered dancing. Expect to 
laugh a lot. 
 

Taster 
 
Samuel Tinguely 

A Taste of Balfolk 
The goal of this hour is to give you a taste of the various flavours of dancing that 
coexist in a bal folk. “Mixers” to get to swing it with a huge number of people in 
just one dance, partner dances, collective circle dances, … 
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SATURDAY 
 
Warm-Up 
 
Sharon&Ron 

Rhythm Gym      
In this workshop we are going to explore ways to dance as we train and train as we 
dance, making rhythm and a floor the gym you need! As we know, dancing on it’s 
own is not enough to maintain our body – but by incorporating functional exercises 
with music and jazz movement – we can actually achieve interesting enjoyable 
training options. 
 

Class I 
 
Ruth&Mike 

Lindy Style and Pulse 
Now that you have a grasp of Lindy Hop fundamentals, learn how to add more 
style, rhythm, and interest to your dancing. We will work on some great vintage 
movements to add flair to your dancing as well as showing you how to have a 
pulse that looks and feels great. 
 
Lisa&Fabien 

Speed up your Lindy 
How do dance fast. Working on swingout technique and moves that work great at 
fast tempos. Always wanted to dance fast …. we’ll help you refine your technique 
to make dancing fast feel easier. 
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Annette 

Dance your heart out! 
The often neglected approach to authentic jazz dancing – How do we put our soul, 
our heart and our emotions into our dancing, how do we go from “doing the steps” 
to “improvising a dance”? In this class, we’ll work on incorporating universal and 
personal human expression into our dancing through practical, hands-on exercise 
sessions. Allow others to sneak a peek of yourself all while improving flow, 
rhythmical timing and quality of movement. 
 
Sharon&Ron 

Responsibility Sharing 
Seeking some “Good Connection”? Each of the partners, leader or follower, has 
mutual responsibility for the connection and communication while we dance. We 
will gain understanding of our responsibilities thru an efficient usage of our 
connection points – which we will explore during this class. We will also learn 
about less common connection points that can give new ideas for communication 
and creativity. After this workshop we will get a deeper understanding on how to be 
a more inviting leader and a more active and light follower. 
 
Evin&Andrew 

Move it around 
From Drag Walk to Promenades, and everything in between, this class will get you 
out of one spot, and moving around the floor in style with a combination of Vintage 
movement and newfangled ideas. 
 
Andrew Smith 

Rock your body 
Learn some mind-blowing ways to move your body with more grace and ease. This 
class focuses on body mechanics applied to Lindy Hop to give you better 
aesthetics and quality of movement. 
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Class II 
 
Evin&Andrew 

Filling in Your Foundations 
Learn some of the most famous and versatile foundation moves of Lindy Hop. 
From classic vintage to uniquely modern, these essential moves give your swing 
out something to write home about! 
 
Sharon&Ron 

Vertical Vs. Horizontal Communication 
Different dancers dance in different styles and with different techniques. As social 
dancers, we would like to be able to adapt to all those differences – as leaders 
and as followers – and to see the benefits and limits in them.  We will explore two 
very common ways of communication in the modern lindy hop – Vertical, bounce 
oriented communication, and Horizontal, stretch oriented communication. We will 
understand how they feel, combined and used in our dance, and will see what 
awesome options we gain by using them in our dance. 
 
Lisa&Fabien 

Charleston Tandem Variations 
Spice up your tandem charleston. This class will give you plenty of variations on 
how to get in and out of tandem charleston and what to you can do whilst you are 
there. One move can inspire so much. 
 
Ruth&Mike 

Finding Extremes 
We’ll explore full ranges of possibilities in our movement by taking various 
attributes to extremes. This class aims to increase your artistic awareness, 
creativity, and range of comfortable movements. 
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Annette&Andrew 

Crossover Lindy to Blues 
Ever heard a blues song that swings or a swing song that feels bluesy? Music 
styles, musicians and rhythms constantly evolve and influence each other along 
the way. In this class, let’s learn how to do the music justice and work on the 
interesting intersection between swing and blues. We’ll explore what makes each 
style feel great, how we can differentiate each style in aesthetics and feel and how 
to bring it all together in the end. 
 
Jered 

Story-telling in Blues 
Vernacular Blues is a window directly into the life of a dancer. To become better, 
we borrow from our surroundings. Learn how to get fresh inspiration from your 
every-day life, and use it to increase YOUR story-telling power in dance 
 

Class III 
 
Annette&Andrew 

Swingout Clinics: Momentum 
In this Swingout Clinic we’ll work on keeping the energy flowing and fine-tune our 
swingout, both in a partnership and within our own body movement. Material will 
be motivated by class questions and observations in an impromptu manner. Don’t 
miss this great opportunity to get tons of helpful feedback on your personal 
dancing in the relaxed atmosphere of a group session! 
 
Evin&Andrew 

Spinergy 
Spins.  They’re not just for breakfast anymore.  We got the goods here with some 
sweet turns and spins for leads and follows.  Not just that…we’re going to give you 
the tools to tweak your turns to have flavor like you never tasted before.  Worried 
about the dizzies?  We can fix that, too. 
Ruth&Mike 
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Rockin’ in Rhythm 
Learn some of our favorite rhythmic Lindy patterns. 
 
Lisa&Fabien 

6 count to 4 count 
Speed up your movement, Turning 6 count moves into 4 count moves. Playing with 
acceleration to expand your dancing. Changing the speed of the movement 
changes the energy of the movement, giving you more vocabulary to match the 
music. 
 
Sharon&Ron 

Blues Rhythms 
“When danced to the music, the smallest move can make the biggest impression” 
In this class we will take our basic movements and add different rhythms to them 
in order to make everything more interesting and create a more rich and musical 
dance. This class will be all about exploring the different rhythmical options from 
musical & movement point of view. 
 
JOYSS 

Jazz Roots I 
Getting the best of JOYSS vast experience, put in a jazzroots and charleston 
routine. 
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Class IV 
 
Annette&Andrew 

Swingout Clinics: Rhythm 
Good rhythm is the difference between lame and swingin’, between janky and 
wanky. So let’s get to work! Material will be motivated by class questions and 
observations in an impromptu manner. Don’t miss this great opportunity to get 
tons of helpful feedback on your own, personal dancing in the relaxed atmosphere 
of a group session! 
 
Ruth&Mike 

All that Jazz! 
Jazz up your Lindy by learning some of our favorite vernacular jazz moves. We will 
explore various options for leading, following, and otherwise incorporating jazz into 
your Lindy. 
 
Sharon&Ron 

Mirror Lindy Land 
Have you ever asked why we usually connect to our partner in on one specific 
side? why we lead mostly with the left arm and follow mostly with the right? Why 
do we start a movement with a certain foot? Does it have to be that way? and what 
new options will open in front of us when we will try to change it? In this class we 
will challenge our technical abilities, break common lindy  habits – and through 
that gain specific understandings for more advanced technique and movement 
abilities, put more flow in our dance, and a boost for the creativity. 
 
JOYSS 

Jazz Roots II 
Getting the best of JOYSS vast experience, put in a jazzroots and charleston 
routine, but more advanced 
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Lisa&Fabien 

Discover your Counterbalance 
Playing with Counterbalance. How counterbalance in your dancing can create 
amazing sensations and movement. Match your partner, let yourself go to the end 
of your movements and experience new sensations in your dancing. 
 
Jered 

Last Night a DJ Saved My Life 
How to make song choices, create flow, and build a better scene via the power of 
music; for new or experienced DJs. We might get a *little* music-geeky… 
 

Taster 
 
Gyuri Dorko & Eszter Moricz 

West Coast Swing for Lindyhoppers 
West Coast Swing is a partner dance originated from Lindy Hop. It is one of the 
most developing couple dance of today. Recently it has gained a lot of popularity 
because besides swing and blues music it can also be danced on a large variety of 
other genres including pop, r&b, jazz, hip-hop, etc. 
This fast paced taster class targets dancers that already have some basic 
knowledge of lead and follow. The taster class will also also show you some of the 
main characteristic differences between Lindy Hop and West Coast Swing to help 
you learn the dance faster. 
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SUNDAY 
 
Warm-Up 
 
Andrew 

AFRICAN DANCE ENERGYYYY!!!!!      
Time to energize your Sunday! Experience the living roots of Lindy Hop through 
African dance. We’ll find the organic union of dance and spirituality through heart-
opening movements. This class will make you feel so good, you’ll find energy that 
you didn’t know you had. Bring a comfortable change of clothes you can sweat in. 
 

Class I 
 
Annette 

Walk like a Bass line 
This class is all about one of the most important aspects of all things jazz dance: 
Finding the heartbeat of the music and retaining it while in motion. We’ll work on 
steady rhythm from the core, on flow of energy within the body and on how to keep 
both of these going strong at all times while accentuating and embellishing our 
steps. Working on the rhythm within fosters improvisation, musicality, balance and 
coordination – skills crucial for both solo and partner dancing. 
 
Lisa&Fabien 

Swingout with Rhythm Variations 
Bored of your swingout, come and learn some new variations. Play with the rhythm 
and play with your partner. 
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Ruth&Mike 

Milk the Cat 
Make your slow Lindy delicious like hot gooey brownies fresh out of the oven. 
When the music slows down but is still swingin’, we have more time to fill the 
space with interesting body movement. We’ll work on the body mechanics that you 
need to make your slow swingouts and other lindy vocabulary look and feel great 
when the bpms go down 
 
JOYSS 

Improvement Body Practice 
This class will improve your body and be aware of every part of it to allow yourself 
to make better isolations, cleaner steps, and improve your overall dancing 
 
Sharon&Ron 

Blues Rotations 
In this class we will take our blues technique further and dig deeper into rotational 
movements. We will use “Angle Matching” technique in order to understand how 
the rotation is formed. We will see that even the slightest changes in our body 
movement and connection can create different and exciting movements, 
accelerated turns, relaxed turns and much more. 
 
Jered 

Swing & Blues Crossover : Music & Dance History 
The roots of Jazz and Blues have always been related — the best Dancers and 
Musicians share these values. The music is also the source of our movement. 
Discover new dance steps – in Swing and Blues – alongside their musical 
influences, and then smash them together to create Fire & Ice! 
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Class II 
 
Evin&Andrew 

The Music Made Me Do It 
So why do you do what you do? Using different styles of swing music, rhythm, 
movement and connection, this class will give you the tools to make each dance 
unique, exciting and musically inspired! 
 
Ruth&Mike 

Freedom of Expression 
Personal expression is a strong motivating force in jazz music and dance. It is one 
of the main reasons that we love Lindy Hop. We will help you unlock your potential 
to add your unique voice to your dancing 
 
Lisa&Fabien 

Charleston Hacksaw 
Work on your hacksaw. How to really lead and follow it and how to get in and out of 
it. If you want to dance to faster tempos this move is a perfect one to have. 
 
JOYSS 

Improvement Body Routine 
Put the previous class experience and exercises into a routine to get it even better! 
 
Annette&Andrew 

Applied Blues Esthetics 
What makes a blues dance “bluesy?” Come to this class to find out about the 
secrets on making your dancing feel and look like blues and why that is important 
if you want to best represent the music being played. 
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Sharon&Ron 

Intro to popping 
Popping is a dance that was developed in the 1970’s in California and is 
characterized with a very unique movement style. In this class we will explore the 
basic elements of Popping, getting more control over our body and getting familiar 
with more modern sub styles that have evolved from it. 
 

Class III 
 
Ruth&Mike 

Momentum & Stretch 
Learn to use momentum and stretch to make your Lindy Hop look and feel 
dynamic and effortless. Follows will learn how to preserve and dance through 
momentum. Leads will learn how to create and redirect momentum with ease. 
 
Jered 

Swingout: 3, 2, 1… Challenge! 
Warning: a tough challenge!!! After this, you’ll understand exactly what makes a 
swingout feel amazing, while you test your footwork, core movement, connection 
and body control. 
 
Annette&Andrew 

Easy-Breezy Lindy (fast) 
In this class, we’ll present tips and explain body mechanics that will help you chill 
out when the music gets fast and every pore in your body screams with excitement 
(or terror). In other words, we’ll share our secrets to fast, yet relaxed, swing 
dancing. 
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Sharon&Ron 

Squat Mania 
This class will be all about exploring the Squat Charleston movement – one of the 
most dynamic movements in solo jazz. We will focus back squats, front squats and 
mixed variations, learn interesting ways to put them into our solo dance and 
combined them with other movements – and change their dynamics . 
 
Evin&Andrew 

Take it Down 
Ask any Follow: There is nothin’ like a tasty dip.  We’ll work on doing all kinds of 
dips, from small to dramatic.  Learn how to dip safely and find out why your booty 
is so important! 
 
Lisa&Fabien 

For your arms only 
Fancy moves inspired by salsa… think crazy arm that fit beautifully in your lindy 
 

Class IV 
 
Lisa&Fabien 

Aerials for Beginners 
We will give you options of some of the basic aerials to learn and will let you 
choose. In this class you need to have a general good level of fitness and a trust in 
your partner. 
 
Annette&Andrew 

Give Yourself A Break 
20 swingouts at 200bpm leaving you dizzy and exhausted? Fear no more! In this 
class, we’ll learn how to take a break in the middle of a swing dance, how to keep 
grooving and jamming while maintaining a connection and how to inspire yourself 
and your partner along the way. 
Sharon&Ron 
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Over & Under Rotated Swing Outs 
When we learn our basic swing out we learn it as a 360 degrees kind of 
movement. However, a higher level of control will allow us to break this default 
mode. We will use a detailed breakdown and see how we can make our swingouts 
go wildly beyond a regular rotation in a comfortable & manageable way, and also 
how we can reduce the rotation in the swing out almost up to 0 degrees! Also we 
will see how we can combine those modes into even more interesting options. 
 
Evin&Andrew 

Monsters of Minutiae 
Get into the finest tune by looking at your technique and making it ring its truest. 
The things we’ll work on won’t be big moves, but instead how to make your 
personal movement, connection and timing so much better and you will definitely 
see and feel the difference. This isn’t about rock steps, people, it’s about the rock 
step behind the rock step.  Yeah, go figure that out. 
 
Ruth&Mike 

Dance Hugs 
Melt into beautiful close embrace with your partner. Explore new movements to 
blues, jazz, and some music styles that you would hear at a fusion event. Once you 
experience magical close embrace, you may never want to do anything else. 
 
JOYSS 

HipHop vs. Swing 
This class shows how much HipHop comes from swing dances, and puts it back to 
that context (solo and in partnership). You will have more creativity and many 
differents steps. It’s about HOW to take something interesting from another style 
of dance, and how to REcreate this material to make it fit to OUR (swing) dance. 
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Taster 
 
Katrin 

Kizomba for Swing & Blues Dancers  
 
Kizomba is a partner dance from Angola/Cape Verde that developed from the 
faster Semba. Due to some parallels with Argentine tango, Kizomba is also called 
the “African tango”. Its popularity in Europe and the US has been rapidly 
increasing over the last years, especially because in addition to traditional 
Kizomba music, DJs mix well known pop songs with Kizomba rhythms which 
increases the attractiveness of the dance for basically all age groups. This taster 
class will get you quickly into the basic Kizomba movement, leading and follow 
principles of Kizomba as well as some basic dance moves that prepare you for the 
social floor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Have a blast and enjoy your workshop! 
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